
 

Domoticz is a free software for the control of devices using an RF Transceiver and RF Receivers. By controlling your devices
by the RF Transceiver in the Domoticz software, the Domoticz software is possible to control various devices. The Domoticz
software acts as a master controller and emulates various protocols such as KNX, UPnP, X10 and MQTT, while additionally
implementing devices and concepts that are usually not supported by standard protocol transmitters. It works in combination
with various hardware such as RF Transceivers, Recivers, Gateways, Interfaces and Modules. Domoticz  is the successor of the
software Domoticz . The RF receiver and RF Transmitter support the following protocols: KNX, MQTT, UPnP, X10 and CAN.
Supported RF Transceivers: DFR2230 DFR2260 DSR2230 DSR2260 DSR2280 DFR2280 Frequency range of the RF receiver:
A frequency range from 900 kHz to 2 GHz is supported. Frequency range of the RF transmitter: In the frequency range from
3 MHz to 4 GHz, a frequency range from 3 MHz to 4 GHz is supported. The receiver and transmitter support the following  RF
drivers: DFR2230-PCM24 DFR2230-PCM32 DFR2230-PCM48 DFR2230-PCM64 DFR2260-PCM24 DFR2260-PCM32
DFR2260-PCM48 DFR2260-PCM64 DFR2280-PCM24 DFR2280-PCM32 DFR2280-PCM48 DFR2280-PCM64
DFR2280-PCM80 DFR2280-PCM96 PCM2420 PCM3220 PCM4820 PCM6420 PCM8020 PCM9620 PCM1220 PCM1620
PCM2080 PCM3120 PCM6420 PCM8020 PCM9620 PCM1620 PCM2080 PCM2420 PCM3220 PCM4820 PCM6420
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is a MAC key that is used by 3DES to encrypt data in such a way that it is semantically secure (i.e., once the key is known, data
cannot be re-encrypted with that key and still remain decrypted at the end of the transmission). This is accomplished by
generating a random number for each message, applying the key to this random number, and then encrypting the result using
DES. keybits: the number of bits in a key key length: the number of bits in a key Key Size: the number of bits of a key Cipher
Description: an algorithm which uses a symmetric key to encrypt a plaintext message, usually using the DES/CBC mode of
operation. The key is used to encrypt the plaintext message, and is then discarded. The ciphertext is, therefore, known only to
the sender and receiver, and it can be read only if the key is known. cipher: the algorithm used to encrypt a plaintext message,
usually using the DES/CBC mode of operation. The key is used to encrypt the plaintext message, and is then discarded. The
ciphertext is, therefore, known only to the sender and receiver, and it can be read only if the key is known. cipher mode of
operation: the way in which a block of data is encrypted using a cipher. ECB mode: encrypts each block of data individually
CBC mode: encrypts the first block of data in the message, the second block of data in the message, etc. des: 3DES/DES - a
symmetric algorithm for data encryption. It was created in response to the fact that NSA had a 'key length' (128 bits) limit on
the secure encryption they could provide, resulting in many problems for many organizations that needed secure encryption but
didn't have the time, resources or staff to solve those problems. 3DES has 168 bits of keylength and is regarded as
'cryptographically strong'. 3DES is a block cipher with a 192-bit-block size. 3DES Structure: this is a block cipher with a
168-bit-block size. 3DES uses only a key and is NOT an 'authenticated encryption algorithm'. 3DES is very fast, but the key is
used for only a single block of data. The secret key is stored in the clear and thus is vulnerable. The DES algorithm was
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